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Abstract 

Multi label Image classification using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is yet very 

difficult when it comes to performing. However, Single Label Image Classification can be 

performed easily and promisingly. As there are many categories of objects in a real world image, 

it becomes difficult to label them under various categories and also due to less number of multi-

label training image and high complexity.This paper proposes a multi label image classification 

done on Sequential CNN model taking 4-8 layers. We have trained our model with the UC 

MERCED Dataset. Our model gives 88% accuracy considering Top-3 accuracy which is 

significantly good for performing Multi label image classification which itself being complex. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In this quick moving PC age, the interest for Image Classification has been expanding rapidly. 

Among these undertaking, satellite Image arrangement [1] turns into a fundamental assignment. 

It requires a picture to be named in one or various classifications as indicated by the classes of 

articles present in it. We realize that in genuine world, [2] different scenes comprise of pictures 

for the most part of more than one class of various classifications. Along these lines, it gets hard 

to characterize names absolutely. In understanding to this there are different strategies that have 

been proposed.Their success rate on Single Label Image Classification using Convolutional 

neural network is been covered in recent studies. These studies have further given rise to 

performing Multi Label Image Classification using CNN [3]. This is still a problem to interpret 

since the complexity in Multi label classification is high and also due to the reason, the 

assumption that foreground objects are roughly aligned, which is usually true for single-label 

images, does not always hold for multi-label images.  

Single Label Image Classification is performed on different Convolutional Neural Network using 

pre-trained dataset. From the total of 21 semantics of the UC MERCED Dataset VHR scene of 

images depends on the overall semantic theme used for training. For example, Figure 

1.delineates three scenes from the UC-Merced dataset from the Baseball courtandMedium 

residential categories,airport respectively[4]. 

In single label classification, for the last layer either the soft max or sigmoid actuation work is 

utilized relying upon the quantity of classes. In this work, sigmoid capacity is utilized, as the 

yield is as probabilities. Multi-mark classification can likewise be executed with both.Each label 

gives its probability of existence in the image under testing. Based on this, Top-3 labels are 

selected considering Top 3 high probability labels from the trained labels. All the labels are 

brought to a range of every other labels in terms of their probabilities. 

 
Fig 1: Single and Multi label images from UC MERCED Dataset 
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1. Related work 

Multi label classification can be implemented in the following ways.  

1) Problem transformation method - converts multi-label learning and inference problems onto a 

series of single label learning problems, and 

2) Algorithm adaptation method- extends specific single label learning algorithms to handle the 

multi-label case. 

Profound convolutional systems have additionally been stretched out to tackle the multi-name 

issue through different methodologies. In such manner, few have adjusted the single mark CNN 

via preparing with positioning misfortune work implied for multi-name expectation [6] while 

some utilized a pre-prepared single name CNN for multi name order by totalling the yield results 

from various theories through max pooling [7]. A few works have additionally considered the 

higher-request mark conditions to improve execution by utilizing a CNN-RNN model [8]. 

In the event of multi-name characterization, writing is for the most part non-existent in RS as far 

as we could possibly know. One of the ongoing works incorporate [9], where a CNN is 

effectively used to recognize the various sorts of land covers by relegating at least one marks to 

watched unearthly vectors of the multispectral picture pixels. 

 

2. Methodology 

Algorithm for performing Multi label Image Classification on Tensor Flow. 

i. Start 

ii. Install Tensor flow GPU 2.0 

iii. Import necessary libraries 

iv. Import Pandas, Numpy 

v. Clone Dataset 

vi. Training 

vii. Testing 

viii. Result 

ix. End 

 

3. Review of Literature 

Q.Weng et al. [10] utilized pre-prepared CNN to take in profound and hearty highlights from 

the pictures of the UMLU informational index. The creators adjusted the CNN design by 

supplanting the completely associated layers of the CNN by the extraordinary learning machine 

classifier. Y Zhen etal.The new measurement is joined into a DCNN model for picture grouping 

in UMLU informational index. C Cao et al. [11] concentrated on the assessment of eight moved 

CNN-put together models with respect to land-use characterization undertakings and utilization 

of the best performing moved CNN-based model as a classifier to order and guide the land-use. 

The outfit of CNN is made from ResNet and DenseNet designs pre-trained on ImageNet 

informational collection. Extra layers of ResNet and DenseNet designs are added to make a start 

to finish profound learning pipeline for picture arrangement. H Parmar [12] proposed a multi-

neighbourhood LBPs joined with closest neighbour classifier can accomplish a precision of 

77.76% for picture grouping on UMLU informational index. In [13], K Karalas et al. use a CNN 

to recognize the various kinds of land covers by relegating at least one marks to watched 

phantom vectors of the multi-ghostly picture pixels. J Li et al. [14] used a class enactment map 

(CAM) encoded CNN model prepared utilizing unique RGB patches of ImageNet informational 

index and consideration map based class data. The parameters of the engineering are then 

utilized for grouping on the (UMLU) informational index. 

 

4. Description of Dataset 

The dataset used is a UC MERCED Dataset. 

There are 21 semantics of image set which are listed below. [5]  

There are 100 scenes for each of the following classes each image measuring 256*256 pixels. 

 

 agriculture  beach  baseball diamond 
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 airplane  chaparral  dense residential 

 forest  freeway  golf course 

 harbour   intersection  medium residential 

 mobile home park  parking lot  overpass 

 river   runway  sparse residential 

 storage tanks  tennis court  building 

 

 ReLu: Rectified Unit (ReLu) is the activation function defined as: 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0; 𝑥) d)  

 Max Pooling: Applies 2D max-pooling operation. Max pooling means the selection of 

the max value in the 2x2 filter matrix i.e input area. For example, a filter with max 

pooling (2,3,4,5) means ‘5’ will be selected. 

 Dropout: Dropout is used to prevent the neural network from over fitting. Dropout is 

established by keeping a solitary neuron in dynamic mode with some likelihood p, or 

setting it to dormant mode in any case. The info neuron is scaled by 1/p in the event that 

it isn't de-activated. 

 Loss Function: Cross-entropy loss function is used which has the form: 𝐿𝑖 = − log( 𝑒𝑓𝑢 

∑ 𝑒𝑓𝑗𝑗) 
 Normalization: Normalization is required so that all the inputs are at a comparable range. 

This can be done to force the input values to a certain range. 

 

5. Implementation and Training. 

As shown in figure.2, Multi label image classification is performed on Sequential Model of 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). There are 6,672,889 number of “Total Parameters”, 

6,671,897 no of “Trainable Parameters” and 992 number of “Non- Trainable Parameters”. Total 

‘4’ CONV2D is used. The model uses batch normalization and max-type pooling. In order to 

convert multi-dimensional matrix of image into simple vectors ‘flatten’ is used. Parameters are 

generated from Conv2D, Dense and Batch normalization layers. As max-pooling is used for 

calculation of the matrix generated by an image, it gives no parameters for training. 

 
Fig.2Sequential model with description. 
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Training of the dataset is done using 1785 samples and 315 validated samples. A Sequential 

CNN model used here is trained using 12 epochs i.e training of data from start to end is done 12 

times. After training of these many number of samples testing of random images. Considering 

each sample, there is a certain amount of loss and accuracy as shown in figure.3 

 

Fig.3 Model training. 

6. Result and Testing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Image test(example 1) 
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Fig.5 Image test(example 2) 

Random image is selected and tested in the training environment. Index shows the label which 

are been considered while training. After testing of an image, probability of each label in that 

particular image is generated and Top-3 accurate labels are taken as output. Fig.4 shows Testing 

example 1, from the image itself it is clear that there is airplane, cars and pavement and the 

output result also shows the same result. Similarly Fig.5 also shows that there are trees, cars and 

pavement in the image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 Graph showing accuracy and loss curve of the tested image. 

we infer accuracy and loss of our selected model on the dataset. Accuracy and loss are both 

compared after each epoch and both the curves show variation with change in number of epoch. 
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Model Accuracy: Accuracy of the model is 88% in comparison to its training. As the validation 

curve is below training curve we say that our training is not over fitted. 

Model Loss: Loss of the model is inbetween 0.2 & 0.3. Since the validation curve for loss 

function is above training curve we say that it not over fitting. 

 

7. Conclusion 

This work aims to perform analysis of high resolution satellite images on various 

Convolutional neural network (CNN). The training time for CNN is very fast. The main problem 

with multi label image classification is that it requires a lot of training examples, this makes the 

network even more complex thereby increasing the time complexity for Image 

classification.Thus exploring easy and significant functionalities will also require a lot of time. 

And this comparison is needed to make multi label image classification even simpler with lesser 

errors and more accuracy.  And we have successfully achieved both, less error (loss) and more 

accuracy. By making various changes in our model, we can obtain wide range of results but the 

complexity may increase. As the training time is faster it will get trained within less time, 

thereby providing quick results. We have got 88% accuracy which is quite good compared to 

other complex models which give lesser percentage in terms of accuracy and it is expected that 

further tuning may result in higher accuracy. 
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